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Family Leadership in W A
The Family Leadership Forum was initiated and hosted by
Valued Lives Foundation as a collective community effort in
collaboration with a Co-design Planning Group and with the
NDIA’s Local Area Coordination and Early Childhood
Partners in the Community.
The purpose of Family Leadership Forum was to rebuild Family
Leadership as a viable, sustainable resource for people and
families in Western Australia.
Its’ objective is to reinvigorate Family Leadership activities
across WA and develop a sustainable model of ongoing
support and resources for family leaders. It sets out to
reconnect existing family leaders (in both disability and
progressively mental health) to develop the skill set of
emerging family leaders. The connection with mental health is
a unique feature of this collective effort, both in regard to
people with psychosocial disability and the broader mental
health sector
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Dr Michael Kendrick’s classic article “The natural authority of families”
(1996) is widely regarded as a foundation statement in the sector and is
supported by the Forum participants.
He writes: “With great regularity, consumers of services and their families
will find themselves having to confront professionals, bureaucrats and
others in roles of authority. Not uncommonly the authority of these
persons tends to overshadow the authority of “small people”. It can
sometimes help to remember that families have a natural authority of their
own which can go a long way to reducing this imbalance of power and
authority. In order for this to happen, however, families need to
appreciate this natural authority and be willing to act on it.”
The Family Leadership Forum’s desired outcomes are to:
Establish a network of experienced and emerging family leaders that
remains connected beyond the life of the Valued Lives Peer- to-Peer
Networks project and other “parent to parent” activity.
Create a consolidated narrative on why family leadership is important,
with mapping of some key past and current efforts in WA/nationally,
Record the process of /outcomes from the Family Leadership Forum
and plan future strategic directions /actions.
Ensure a good life for the person and a good life for the rest of the
family
Sustain support of, as well as investment in families, plus recognition
leading to co-design

W hat is Family Leadership ?
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The Importance of FamilyLeadership
The Forum agreed Family Leadership is important:
to get the best possible outcomes for people with disability
to support families to have a voice
to enable effective co-design of systems and services, and
because services cannot be successful without a sound
understanding of family leadership.
It was also agreed at the Family Leadership Forum on the importance
of:
A clear narrative on what Family Leadership is and why it is
important
Placing current Family leadership initiatives in the context of both
the substantial family leadership movement before us and also the
network of national and international allies and initiatives
Development of a strategic framework including our vision for
Family Leadership in WA (2022-2027), underlying principles and
key strategies, including priority next steps and key actions to
activate the collaborative effort.
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Strategies and priority actions for the period 2022-2027
· Establishing the right structure for collective effort in WA
·Collaboration and making most of national and international
opportunities
·Consolidating and communicating the story of family leadership
in WA
· Connecting, sharing information and expanding reach
· Developing key partnerships
· Family leadership conference in WA
·Embedding family leadership concepts into policy, standards and
disability plans
· Sustainable investment in family leadership
The Family Leadership Forum was supported by an Information,
Linkages and Capacity (ILC) grant through the Department of
Social Services (DSS) and had strong connections to the Peer-toPeer Networks WA project hosted by Valued Lives as well as
other WA family leadership initiatives. The forum was also
strengthened by Valued Lives’ strong connections to the National
Alliance of Capacity Building Organisations (NACBO) and also
the International Initiative for Disability Leadership (IIDL).

Strategies and Priority Actions - 2022- 2027
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